FREeway or ExprEssway

Notes:
1. Mobile work is continuously moving or stopped for a brief period of time, less than 15 minutes.
2. The mowing operations shall be scheduled and completed during daylight work shifts and have little or no interference with traffic. The work shall be suspended during periods of poor weather or poor visibility.
3. Mowers shall have a amber beacon operating at all times.
4. Approved Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shall be worn while on tractors not equipped with an enclosed cab. PPE is required when exiting tractor within Right of Way.
5. Advanced Warning Vehicle and Shadow Vehicle shall not encroach into the travel lane.
6. If shoulder area becomes too narrow for the Advance Warning vehicle to be completely on the shoulder, the vehicle shall stay on the wider shoulder area until the operator can safely drive around the narrow shoulder to new set-up point.
7. The Shadow Vehicle shall be placed to optimize and enhance visibility from the rear of the operation.
8. When encroaching into travel lane, use TAG-E3.
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TAG-E2